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Qui sommes-nous?
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Introduction:
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Why a book on Big Pharma – Objectives

 Internet: only books, articles or media « AGAINST » Big Pharma

 Can we say that the people working for Pharma companies that are outlawed, 
harmful or so venal that we should forget what they develop? 

 The purpose of this book is to present another facet of this industry, seen from
the inside by someone who knows it and can thus "judge" its practices. And also to 
share an experience from 40 years of working in this industry!

 It is a challenge because the subject is often, if not always, controversial, does
not leave anyone indifferent and is VERY complex. Few people can talk about it or 
only in a caricatured way

 Many people think they know this industry and limit their thoughts to companies
that (easily) discover drugs and sell them at astronomical prices. This is in fact
very simplistic!

 To provide kwnoledge and food for thought for the various actors (HCP, Reps, …..)
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In a nutshell: Topics covered

 The pharmaceutical industry: its mission and values

 Gifts and other benefits

 Medical Reps Vs Medical Sience Liaison: between rivalty and complementarity

 Other functions and organisations specific to Pharma

 Hospital business and public procurement (Tender)

 Central purchasing groups, hospital groups and hospital business

 Key Account Manager: a key function

 Out of Stocks

 The Covid crisis and vaccines

 My vision of the future
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What can be a 

reasonable

(short to 

medium term) 

vision of HC 

and pharma 

industry

 The subject of this new vision is vast

and probably impossible to write in a 

few lines. But more by proposing

avenues and creating constructive 

discussions, without preconceived ideas

between the different protagonists.

 Here are some thoughts.
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Covid crisis:

 It was totally underestimated and very badly "managed", at least at the beginning

 Saga of masks, tests and vaccines!

 The absence of "one way" communication and useful information

 Negative role of the media 

 Were we ready, should we have been ready?

 Neither the politicians, nor the hospitals, nor the experts! nor Pharma (Cf medical
visit and image of this industry!) have anticipated

 Is this an unique opportunity for change?

 We can hope so, but « chasser le naturel, il revient au galop » must say that the 
discussions on the sanitary and vaccination pass today do not lead to optimism?

 However critiscism is easy and the Ministry of Health does a job great !



Other Facts:

 The Covid crisis has made the shortcomings of health care management even
more apparent. 

 Many of these were known, yet politicians seem surprised to discover them. 
The difficulties with the nursing service alone is a very good example and 
leads to hospital funding. 

 No OOS !?

 On the other side, the industry, and certainly Big Pharma, has continued to 
ride the wave of "we innovate and this innovation comes at a price" and is
now facing even more - increasingly complicated access to doctors (although
this is still important as long as it is value-added information) and - a 
deteriorating brand image. 

 All this, while not forgetting that the care provided is excellent and that
Pharma plays an essential role in curing diseases.
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What about the Pharma?

 Pharma did not see this pandemic coming and was not ready for it

(Production, Information, ….)

 Is it ready today?

 As its image deteriorates day by day, how can this absence of reaction (if 

appropriate) be explained?

 What will happen to medical information (based on the results of two large-

scale market studies conducted in France?)

 How will Pharma deal with the possible changes in the healthcare world?
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People-Patients: The most serious

complaints:

 The fact that today Big Pharma focuses (too much) on specialised market and very
profitable segments.  Big Pharma is putting excessively expensive and often
overpriced drugs on the market? 

 Is it the big profit? New products at prohibitive prices that put social security at 
risk? Or even today the fact that Big Pharma, in addition to treating them, is
poisoning or killing people. And this big pharma even takes advantage of the 
vaccine to make more money!

 Enrichment at the expense of the taxpayer! How is this possible?

 The top being that with this anti-covid vaccine, developed very quickly and which
incorporates the 5G, will thus kill or even manipulate or control millions of people 
and thus contribute to the Illuminati theory!? And the Bilderberg group? 

 Big Pharma should « give » the vaccine (paid by public funds)

 My freedom !

 And the scandals: gifts, Mediator, Depakine, .....
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And ….

 This highlights a number of thoughts:

 Our desire to be immortal and to postpone death but also to use Pharma for luxury
purposes

 Is there really an incompatibility between earning and improving well-being and health? 

 The cost of development and the pitfalls of bringing new drugs to market. 

 Differences between European countries!

 Ethical questions: should we pay for treatments costing tens of thousands of euros to 
prolong life by a few months?

 The fact that there is no "constructive vision » on medicines, particularly in Belgium but 
also in Europe 

 Very complicated HC system (Hospital and Medicines financing)

 We live in a market economy from which the majority of our countries and a large 
majority of people benefit totally. E.g. Group insurance
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And at the other side:

 Politicians and people were calling for vaccines

 People want to cure « all diseases » !

 First European « medicine » purchase (Covid vaccines) and negotiation

 Pharma.be silence

 Vaccine problem: Prevention !
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The Challenges:

 We can reach a consensus on the most important challenge that brings

together all health actors: the financing of health care, including

medicines. How far can we continue with the current system, which can only

go straight into the wall? Nursing care in danger, innovative drugs whose price

keeps rising. 

 The place of Europe, which has globally failed, and its industry in the 

management of Covid

 Thus, by 2024 the drugs budget will have increased twice as fast as the 

hospital budget, three times as fast as doctors' fees, and six times as fast as 

nurses' salaries! Needless to say, all this will inevitably lead to reforms in 

health care, both at hospital and pharma level. (Can we accept this?)

 The pharma promotion is also under pressure and its future quite uncertain
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To Do’s:

 The setting up of new hospital networks, even if this is not the primary aim, 

could help to rationalise but also, and certainly, via the lump-sum payment

per disease which should have a positive budgetary impact and simplify the 

system. 

 New Hospital financing (Biology and Imaging)

 But how can new resources be made available, if only to enhance the status

of nurses, for example? For Pharma, a new management of care will

necessarily require important measures, including in the price and choice of 

new molecules. Indeed, what is the point for Pharma to develop new 

therapies if their added value is limited and/or if they are unaffordable or 

reimbursable only by certain countries/patients and not by others? 
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How?

 To believe that all this can only be solved by taxes is illusory and does not 

address the root of the problem. Blaming Pharma as the source of all ills is, in 

my opinion, a very bad idea and will not lead to anything! – Patent back to 

public? 

 Another question is related to innovation and quality of care. At what price do 

we accept quality of care and innovation, or at the expense of what? This 

point immediately brings us back to the role of Europe and certainly to the 

level of harmonisation of drug prices and the European management of 

certain aspects of our social security systems. In this respect, Covid is a good 

example which has made it possible (even if the negotiations with the 

companies could, in my opinion, have been more effective) to rapidly obtain

marketing authorisation and an identical price for the Covid vaccine in each

country. 
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How?

 Other avenues can undoubtedly lead to a review of the health system. The 

globalisation of hospital purchases, pay for performance for medicines, new 

hospital financing, .... measures that could free up budget. But on the other

hand, if the hospital at home, digitisation and .... are to become established, 

these innovations will have a cost.
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Future in Pharma?

 The biggest question (to my opinion) is the future of the medical

information/promotion 

 Reps and/or digital?

 Access after the Covid? And interest of the physicians.

 Which added value?

 Price and reimbursment: sustainability of the current HC system

 Industry ability to rapidly follow the changes in HC

 Purchases and Tenders especially with the new networking
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Conclusions:

 Big Pharma is in line with the capitalist economic model we live in and even

encourage. This does not mean that we cannot or should not improve it. 

(mainly prices and reimbursements of new drugs but not only).

 Control or collaboration with Pharma? 

 Vision of health care and medicines: Taxing is stupid!

 Europe and the real management of health care
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Conclusions:

 We are undoubtedly at a turning point with this Covid crisis. Are we going to 

take it or are we going to continue this hellish road? This, knowing that the 

pandemic and pandemics will probably always be present. And also threats to 

our fair social security. What if Amazon creates its own hospitals or intervenes

in home hospitalization? What if diagnostics went through Google or Apple? I 

fear that without addressing these issues at European level, no country will

be able to enter into a dynamic vision with social security accessible to all.

 These are formidable challenges, but they need to be addressed quickly and 

effectively, with patients who are increasingly but not necessarily better

informed and with 9 health ministers.

 And a Europe that is still hesitant .....
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Marches 
publics 
pharma
Enjeux et 
particularités
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Savez-vous 
que ?

Les marchés publics « pharma » sont tout particulièrement secoués 
pour le moment…

• La crise COVID

• Les mise en place de réseaux (centrales d’achat) 

• L’arrivée d’une nouvelle norme européenne en juin 2022

Comment allez-vous vous positionner ?

Quels impacts pour vous ?

Quelles actions entreprendre ?
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Que proposons-
nous ?

• Vous (in)former

• Vous donner des clés et des 
outils

• Et vous accompagner dans ces 
nouveaux challenges
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Au 
programme…
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Comment mieux comprendre l’environnement 
et son impact sur les marchés publics ?

Comment sécuriser vos approvisionnements 
tout au long de vos marchés ? 

Comment élaborer vos critères d’attribution (y 
inclus grants & projets) ?

Comment réduire les recours ? 

Comment implémenter la nouvelle norme 
européenne ? 
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 Une nouvelle norme « Intégrité et responsabilité dans les 
marchés publics » est en phase finale d’approbation (vote final 
mi avril)

 Elle prévoit un certain nombre d’obligations et de 
recommandations, en matière de :

- Gouvernance (politiques, comportement et leadership)

- Identification et gestion des risques dans le processus de 
marché public

- Gestion des parties prenantes, de l’engagement sur le 
marché, de la chaine d’approvisionnement et des 
utilisateurs finaux

- Ressources humaines impliquées dans les marchés publics, 
en particulier en matière de formation et de compétences

- Evaluation des performances dans le processus des marchés 
publics (KPI) et amélioration continue

 Deux annexes viennent compléter la norme quant à la façon de 
mettre en œuvre ces obligations
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Focus sur la 

nouvelle norme 

européenne
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Conseiller stratégique en pharma et 
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Informations pratiques
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